2002 jeep liberty engine diagram

I had all timing marks lined up, and the book says to rotate the engine twice and the marks
should line back up. But of course they did not, both cam chains were off, everything else seem
to stay lined up. Would being 1 tooth off cause this, or do I need to have all the slack at the
bottom of the chain while installing the guides? Was this answer helpful? Otherwise you'll need
to rent a book on this as it's way to much for us to send to you Images Click to enlarge Was this
answer helpful? Side cylinder head was recently replaced due to 6 having a bent valve. Now I
have codes for multi misfire and 6 again. Ran compression test, no compression on entire
cylinder head, 2, 4, 6, had 20psi. Driverside had psi. I took off timing cover. Chain was tight, with
cam gear at level at 12 O'clock, crank marks lined up. Did the cam spin the pin off the gear?
Why lose of compression on entire side with no chain slack at all? Thanks Was this answer
helpful? Pass side cam jumped one tooth. Tensioner failed. FYI the coil packs have seals on
them, if theyre crap and loose, you will get a miss fire code. The coils are junk. Its all back
together, it will start running for about 2 min perfect, then shut down, My guess is if applicable
since the battery has been disconnected for so long, the security system needs to be reset
possibly? Theres no abnormal noises or anything, acts like the injectors are just being shut off,
fuel pressure test cranking was 59psi. Within spec. Any help Ken? Same bank pass side. Whats
up with these motors? If the chain is slapping the tensioner it will fail. Also did you hear any
strange noises while the engine was running? Best, Ken Was this answer helpful? Whats up
with these engines? It depends on who did this and how long ago. Because this is an
interference engine probably valves were bent. If it was done by a shop then it should be
warranted if done a short time ago. EXPERT If you are doing the cam chains it is a fairly
involved process and having the actual book in front of you is a great thing. Using a vise, lightly
compress the secondary chain tensioner piston until the piston step is flush with the tensioner
body Using a pin or suitable tool, release ratchet pawl by pulling pawl back against spring force
through access hole on side of tensioner. While continuing to hold pawl back, Push ratchet
device to approximately 2 mm from the tensioner body Install Special Tool lock pin into hole on
front of tensioner Fig. Slowly open vise to transfer piston spring force to lock pin. Position
primary chain tensioner over oil pump and insert bolts into lower two holes on tensioner
bracket. Tighten bolts to 28 Nm in. Install right side chain tensioner arm. Install the left side
chain guide. Tighten the bolts to 28 Nm in. Install left side chain tensioner arm. Install the right
side chain guide. Install both secondary chains onto the idler sprocket. Align two plated links
on the secondary chains to be visible through the two lower openings on the idler sprocket 4
o'clock and 8 o'clock. Once the secondary timing chains are installed, position special tool to
hold chains in place for installation. Align primary chain double plated links with the timing
mark at 12 o'clock on the idler sprocket. Align the primary chain single plated link with the
timing mark at 6 o'clock on the crankshaft sprocket. Lubricate idler shaft and bushings with
clean engine oil. NOTE: The idler sprocket must be timed to the counterbalance shaft drive gear
before the idler sprocket is fully seated. Install all chains, crankshaft sprocket, and idler
sprocket as an assembly Fig. After guiding both secondary chains through the block and
cylinder head openings, affix chains with a elastic strap or the equivalent, This will maintain
tension on chains to aid in installation. Align the timing mark on the idler sprocket to the timing
mark on the counterbalance shaft drive gear, then seat idler sprocket fully Fig. Before installing
idler sprocket bolt, lubricate washer with oil, and tighten idler sprocket assembly retaining bolt
to 34 Nm 25 ft. NOTE: It will be necessary to slightly rotate camshafts for sprocket installation.
Align left camshaft sprocket "L" dot to plated link on chain. Align right camshaft sprocket "R"
dot to plated link on chain. Failure to do so can result in overtorque of bolt resulting in bolt
failure. Remove Special Tool , then attach both sprockets to camshafts. Remove excess oil from
bolts, then Install sprocket bolts, but do not tighten at this time. Verify that all plated links are
aligned with the marks on all sprockets and the "V6" marks on camshaft sprockets are at the 12
o'clock position. Install both secondary chain tensioners. NOTE: Left and right secondary chain
tensioners are not common. Remove all locking pins 3 from tensioners. After installing all
chains, it is recommended that the idler gear end play be checked Fig. The endplay must be
within 0. If not within specification, the idler gear must be replaced. Install timing chain cover
and crankshaft damper. Install cylinder head covers. NOTE: Before installing threaded plug in
right cylinder head, the plug must be coated with sealant to prevent leaks. That is why it is
much better to have the book. The procedure above is the correct method though. Good luck.
Images Click to enlarge Was this answer helpful? I need to know how to reset the timing on the
3. Check out the diagrams Below. Please let us know if you need anything else to get the
problem fixed. I guess something that will show how the cams and timing marks should be set
together. Need diagram of all alignment marks Do you. Here are diagrams to help you see how
to do the job check out the diagrams below. Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer. Hello,
sorry for so many questions, But I am on a Jeep Lib. Otherwise you'll need to rent a book on

this as it's way to much for us to send to you Images Click to enlarge. Hello, so this jeep came
back after running fine for a week, pass. Thanks Was this answer. Found the problem. Yep
that's what I though it was as well, good find on that, did you get it fixed? Ok soooo. If the
security light is flashing then yes, close all doors and lock the drivers door, then wait 5 mins
and unlock the door, this should reset the system, please let me know what you find AL Was
this answer. Are all the chain guides okay? Best, Ken Was this answer. My engine Jumped
timing again. Since it jumped it can be a stretched chain as well as other parts. Need to know
how to set the timing and where timing marks should be at? If you are doing the cam chains it is
a fairly involved process and having the actual book in front of you is a great thing. I had to
have both heads sent out for valve jobs. Hello, here are the timing chain installation instructions
in the diagrams below to help you get the job done. This is cool, the installation steps are be
greatly appreciated. Also, would like the diagram of how the cams should be set as well. I would
need the installation steps, timing marks and a diagram would also be great appreciated. Please
login or register to post a reply. The Car Use To Shake. Now That The Sponsored links. Ask a
Car Question. It's Free! I had all timing marks lined up, and the book says to rotate the engine
twice and the marks should line back up. But of course they did not, both cam chains were off,
everything else seem to stay lined up. Would being 1 tooth off cause this, or do I need to have
all the slack at the bottom of the chain while installing the guides? Was this answer helpful?
Otherwise you'll need to rent a book on this as it's way to much for us to send to you Images
Click to enlarge Was this answer helpful? Side cylinder head was recently replaced due to 6
having a bent valve. Now I have codes for multi misfire and 6 again. Ran compression test, no
compression on entire cylinder head, 2, 4, 6, had 20psi. Driverside had psi. I took off timing
cover. Chain was tight, with cam gear at level at 12 O'clock, crank marks lined up. Did the cam
spin the pin off the gear? Why lose of compression on entire side with no chain slack at all?
Thanks Was this answer helpful? Pass side cam jumped one tooth. Tensioner failed. FYI the coil
packs have seals on them, if theyre crap and loose, you will get a miss fire code. The coils are
junk. Its all back together, it will start running for about 2 min perfect, then shut down, My guess
is if applicable since the battery has been disconnected for so long, the security system needs
to be reset possibly? Theres no abnormal noises or anything, acts like the injectors are just
being shut off, fuel pressure test cranking was 59psi. Within spec. Any help Ken? Same bank
pass side. Whats up with these motors? If the chain is slapping the tensioner it will fail. Also did
you hear any strange noises while the engine was running? Best, Ken Was this answer helpful?
Whats up with these engines? It depends on who did this and how long ago. Because this is an
interference engine probably valves were bent. If it was done by a shop then it should be
warranted if done a short time ago. EXPERT If you are doing the cam chains it is a fairly
involved process and having the actual book in front of you is a great thing. Using a vise, lightly
compress the secondary chain tensioner piston until the piston step is flush with the tensioner
body Using a pin or suitable tool, release ratchet pawl by pulling pawl back against spring force
through access hole on side of tensioner. While continuing to hold pawl back, Push ratchet
device to approximately 2 mm from the tensioner body Install Special Tool lock pin into hole on
front of tensioner Fig. Slowly open vise to transfer piston spring force to lock pin. Position
primary chain tensioner over oil pump and insert bolts into lower two holes on tensioner
bracket. Tighten bolts to 28 Nm in. Install right side chain tensioner arm. Install the left side
chain guide. Tighten the bolts to 28 Nm in. Install left side chain tensioner arm. Install the right
side chain guide. Install both secondary chains onto the idler sprocket. Align two plated links
on the secondary chains to be visible through the two lower openings on the idler sprocket 4
o'clock and 8 o'clock. Once the secondary timing chains are installed, position special tool to
hold chains in place for installation. Align primary chain double plated links with the timing
mark at 12 o'clock on the idler sprocket. Align the primary chain single plated link with the
timing mark at 6 o'clock on the crankshaft sprocket. Lubricate idler shaft and bushings with
clean engine oil. NOTE: The idler sprocket must be timed to the counterbalance shaft drive gear
before the idler sprocket is fully seated. Install all chains, crankshaft sprocket, and idler
sprocket as an assembly Fig. After guiding both secondary chains through the block and
cylinder head openings, affix chains with a elastic strap or the equivalent, This will maintain
tension on chains to aid in installation. Align the timing mark on the idler sprocket to the timing
mark on the counterbalance shaft drive gear, then seat idler sprocket fully Fig. Before installing
idler sprocket bolt, lubricate washer with oil, and tighten idler sprocket assembly retaining bolt
to 34 Nm 25 ft. NOTE: It will be necessary to slightly rotate camshafts for sprocket installation.
Align left camshaft sprocket "L" dot to plated link on chain. Align right camshaft sprocket "R"
dot to plated link on chain. Failure to do so can result in overtorque of bolt resulting in bolt
failure. Remove Special Tool , then attach both sprockets to camshafts. Remove excess oil from
bolts, then Install sprocket bolts, but do not tighten at this time. Verify that all plated links are

aligned with the marks on all sprockets and the "V6" marks on camshaft sprockets are at the 12
o'clock position. Install both secondary chain tensioners. NOTE: Left and right secondary chain
tensioners are not common. Remove all locking pins 3 from tensioners. After installing all
chains, it is recommended that the idler gear end play be checked Fig. The endplay must be
within 0. If not within specification, the idler gear must be replaced. Install timing chain cover
and crankshaft damper. Install cylinder head covers. NOTE: Before installing threaded plug in
right cylinder head, the plug must be coated with sealant to prevent leaks. That is why it is
much better to have the book. The procedure above is the correct method though. Good luck.
Images Click to enlarge Was this answer helpful? I need to know how to reset the timing on the
3. Check out the diagrams Below. Please let us know if you need anything else to get the
problem fixed. I guess something that will show how the cams and timing marks should be set
together. Need diagram of all alignment marks Do you. Here are diagrams to help you see how
to do the job check out the diagrams below. Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer. Hello,
sorry for so many questions, But I am on a Jeep Lib. Otherwise you'll need to rent a book on
this as it's way to much for us to send to you Images Click to enlarge. Hello, so this jeep came
back after running fine for a week, pass. Thanks Was this answer. Found the problem. Yep
that's what I though it was as well, good find on that, did you get it fixed? Ok soooo. If the
security light is flashing then yes, close all doors and lock the drivers door, then wait 5 mins
and unlock the door, this should reset the system, please let me know what you find AL Was
this answer. Are all the chain guides okay? Best, Ken Was this answer. My engine Jumped
timing again. Since it jumped it can be a stretched chain as well as other parts. Need to know
how to set the timing and where timing marks should be at? If you are doing the cam chains it is
a fairly involved process and having the actual book in front of you is a great thing. I had to
have both heads sent out for valve jobs. Hello, here are the timing chain installation instructions
in the diagrams below to help you get the job done. This is cool, the installation steps are be
greatly appreciated. Also, would like the diagram of how the cams should be set as well. I would
need the installation steps, timing marks and a diagram would also be great appreciated. Please
login or register to post a reply. The Car Use To Shake. Now That The Sponsored links. Ask a
Car Question. It's Free! A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been
stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls.
For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and
has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that
has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of
used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In
addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their
customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Fuse box diagram fuse layout ,
location, and assignment of fuses and relays Jeep Liberty KJ , , , , , A fuse is an element for
protecting the electrical system. A fuse will trip i. If an electrical device is not working, check
whether the respective fuse is blown. Look at the silver-colored band inside the fuse. If the band
is broken or melted, replace the fuse. Check those fuses first that protect the failed component,
but check all the fuses before deciding that a blown fuse is not the cause. The interior fuse
panel is on the left side of the instrument panel. A label is attached to the fuse panel cover to
identify each fuse for ease of replacement. The electrical power distribution center is located in
the engine compartment near the battery. A label inside the latching cover of the center
identifies each component for ease of replacement, if necessary. Necessary cookies are
absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies

that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not
store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the
website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads,
other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Never replace a broken fuse with
anything other than a new fuse. Always use a fuse of the same color. Never change a fuse with
another amperage. This can cause damage to the electrical system and fire. If the fuse blows
again, have the vehicle inspected at a qualified service center. Main Page. This website uses
cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you
wish. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you
navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as
necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic
functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience. Necessary Always Enabled.
Non-necessary Non-necessary. Fits : Jeep Commander XK 3. Orders Comparison list Return
requests Wish list Track my order s. Track my order s. Sign in Register Email. Password Forgot
your password? Register for a new account. Sign in. Remember me. Connect with our Jeep
Expert! Cart is empty. View cart. Diagram Part 1. Part : AB. Radiator for Jeep Liberty KJ. Add to
cart Add to wish list Add to compare. Part : AE. Part : AC. Radiator Jeep Liberty. Part : AA.
Diagram Part 2. Part : Radiator Cap. Diagram Part 3. Diag
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ram Part 4. Radiator Hose Upper-Inlet. Diagram Part 5. Radiator Hose, Lower. Radiator Hose
Lower-Outlet. Part : AD. Diagram Part 6. Fan Clutch Tempatrol. Diagram Part 7. Part : AF.
Diagram Part 8. Diagram Part 9. Diagram Part Cooling Fan Module. Fan Module Assembly. Fan
Module Liberty 3. Fan Assembly. Fan Assembly Liberty. Fits: Jeep Liberty KJ with 3. Radiator
Draincock. Availability: Availability: In Stock. Part : C. Part : AG. Coolant Bottle; Jeep Liberty 3.
Fits : Jeep Liberty 3. Water Pump. Water Pump; Includes Seal. Crown Water Pump. Water Pump
Gasket. Part : K. Thermostat and Housing Kit. Thermostat Housing. Serpentine Belt. Accessory
Drive Belt. Serpentine Belt 2. Tensioner Serpentine Belt. Drive Belt Idler Pulley. Idler Timing Belt
Pulley. Tensioner, Pulley. Timing Belt Idler. Part : AN. About us Our team Privacy policy.
Customer Service About your order Wishlist Comparison list. It is not implied that any part
listed is a product of, or approved by, Fiat Chrysler Automobiles.

